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Administrators
may .teach classes
for ffee in summer
But the number of summer
.classes
should be close to last
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
year's level, Astro said. "A litThe Board of Regents has tle bit down,-but not bad."
School administrators aren't
asked UCF administrators to
volunteer to teach classes this the only ones who would help out.
Riordan said Gov. Lawton
summer.
This request was made to Chiles, who formerly served as
try to keep state budget director of the Collins Center
cuts from hindering stu- for Public Policy at Florida
State University and taught at
dents' educational plans.
Feedback from the state the University of Florida, will
universities has been very good, be teaching a class at FSU.
BOR
BOR spokesman
Chancellor Dr.
Patrick Riordan
Charles B. Reed
said.
will also teach a
·"Throughout "The bottom line is
class at FSU.
the state, people . this: Florida can't
But Riordan A SHOULDER TO CRY ON
are enthusiastic,"
pay its bills."
said asking for Jennifer Forbes hugs Jenny Walker, a UCF administrator. Walker's fiance is in the 2nd Armored Divihe said.
volunteers is a sion, which·is poised to move in the first offensive wave of troops.
Because of the
temporary
state university
• ·Patrick Riordan emergency
budget cuts last.
BOR spokesman measure, not a
year, the schools
permanent sowill face tight
lution.
budgets the first
Riordan also said the schools
part of the summer until money for next fiscal year's budget are trying to shift money from
comes in, Provost Richard As- non-teaching areas into classby Tom Kopacz
es whenever possible.
Service Committee, which draws up the A&SF
tro said.
But even with administrators STAFF REPORTER
budget, and the ·cabinet.
Administrators teaching
· The senate elected Carls, a second-term senclasses for free will help the lending a hand, students are still
The student senate's new president pro tem- ator, over third-term Sen. David Mann, 25-8.
schools offer classes they might going to feel the crunch of state
pore will introduce a new senate ethics code at
Carls' bill will create a new Title XII in student
otherwise not be able to afford. budget cuts, Riordan said.
"Students are going to pay a Thursday's senate meeting.
government statutes dealing with senate ethics.
Riordan suggested having
David Carls, who was elected pro tern at
Under the bill's guidelines, no senator could
deans or department chairs re- price for this, and it's not their
fault," he said. 'The bottOm line Thursday's meeting, will introduce the bill, be an officer of an organization receiving money,
turn to teaching.
"We haven't insisted that ·is this: Florida can't pay its bills." which will probably be assigned to the Legisla- nor could senators receive direct benefit, such
Astro, who is voluntarily tive, Judicial and Rules Committee.
as going on trips to conventions.
everybody do it, although UCF
As president pro tern, Carls will run senate
Senators also cannot direct the spending of
has asked those who have par- teaching an English course this
ticular competencies to teach a semester, said it's not only the meetings when the student body president is money allocated by the student senate.
unable to do so. ·
students who suffer.
course," Astro said.
The only way senators could exempt themAstro said voluntary teachHe Will be a member of all senate commit- selves from the bill's restrictions would be to
UCF would have to wotk
around schedules, making ing has increased his job by a tees and the senate Executive Committee, which state their affiliation with the organization and
teaching times convenient for third and detracts time spent consists of the senate committee chairs.
see ETHICS page 4
on administrative duties.
He also Win be a member o~ the Activity and
administrators.
by Sandra Pedicini

Senate presid~nt pro tem to submit
ethicT code on allocation of funds

Phi Beta Sigma fraternity victim of vandalism
by Lara Gerofsky
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUl1l

Mark Hinson, a junior criminal justice major, and Tonja Bridges, a sophomore communicative disorders major, discuss graffiti on the circle. Tonja said she was shocked when she first saw it.

Initial reactions ranged
from sur.prise to outright
anger when the Panhellenic community heard Monday morning that Phi Beta
Sigma's "Free Circle" had
been vandalized.
At about 10:05 a.m.,
Greek Keisha Jackson
·passed through the green
area between Osceola Hall
and Lake Hall dormitories.
The sweetheart of Phi
Beta Sigma found the Free
Speech Area defaced with
th e ho-Id red and yellow
letters of a message: "KKK
- Go back to Africa."
Phi Beta Sigma is historically a black fraternity
and had recently painted
their letters on the circle.
"I was shocked and upset," said Donna Anderson,

president of the campus
African American Student
Union. "I couldn't believe
something like this happens."
AASU members say they
want to move on, go past
the incident and get geared
up for their upcoming activities.
UCFPolicesaid.sincethe
situation is still under investigation, they cannot
- comment on it, but Lt.
Tommie Nelson said there
are curreJ;ltly no suspects.
"We have to find witnesses," Nelson said. "Obviously people weren't_still
there with paint brushes
when someone found it."
According to Christi Hartzler, associate director of
Housing, the circle was painted
over Monday afternoon as soon
as Housing was made aware of
the problem.
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UCF.offers program to lower
high school dropout rate
James Blount, executive director of the Compact.
He said funding for the Urban Scholars ProFifteen high school students will be se- gram was awarded to the programs that showed
lected this month to participate in a program the strongest academic commitment from the
schools and area industry.
that UCF offers to help
potential high school
UCF was among more
than 50 schools in the
dropouts.
country that applied for the
The Urban Scholars
"
It could provide an
program. Dr. LeVester
Program also is offered by
the
Orlando/Orange
Tubbs, vice president for
important tie between
County Compact, which is
Student Affairs, submitted
a program combining lothe
proposal, which led to
UCF, the students and the
UCF being selected as one
cal businesses with the
of the three universities to
public school system to
businesses in Orlando."
receive the Urban Scholars
help motivate students
Program.
who have academic and
- James Blount
"Hopefully, the federal
attendance problems.
The chosen students
Compact executive director
government will some day
fun.d more of these prowill receive weekend and
grams. nationwide," Tubbs
after-school guidance and
may participate in a
said.
summer session to help them prepare for
Cilrrently, student applicants for the program are being identified for academic need.
college.
The group will be composed of sophomores
Before chosen, they will be interviewed by
and juniors from Jones and Evans high their school coordinators and officials. Then
schools. In June, it is planned that an addi- Blount, Tubbs and a UCF committee will make
tional-U5 students will .enter the program.
a final selection.
.
San Francisco State University, City College
. "The Qompact became involved with the
Urban Scholars Program because it could of New York and the University of Massachuprovide-an important tie between UCF, the setts at Boston afso received the program through
students and the businesses in Orlando," said funding by the U.S. Department of Education.

by Robert Sargent
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LOVECHILD
Tracey Flood, a 19-year-old sophomore, checks out the tie-dyed
shirts at a stand on fhe Green.

Amnesty wants consistency in Bush's human rights cares

Jan.15
Black and white. Unambiguous choice. These are the
terms President Bush used in
the letter he sent to more than
450 college and university
newspapers last week.
The subject was Iraqi occupation of Kuwait. The object
was to prepare young people
for military confrontation in the
Persian Gulf.
The letter cited Amnesty International's recent rep~rt on

Iraq as evidence to support the
administration's position.
Perhaps presidential advisers know that Amnesty volunteer groups are active on more
than 2,600 campuses in this
country. I hope the administration will soon learn that Amnesty members and other student activists cannot be misled
by opportunistic manipulation
of the international human
rights 'movement.
Amnesty published its report

on the Iraqi government's gross
human rights violations for one
purpose: to advance the protection of human rights.
By publicizing such abuses,
the movement generates public
pressure and international
protest. Governments over the
years have channeled particu_,
lar portions of Amnesty's findings into their political agendas,
and government authorities
undoubtedly will continue to do
so.
But the U.S. public should
not tolerate selective indignation by its own government. We
can teach our political leaders
that people's human rights are
not convenient issues for rhetorical arsenals.
When taken at face value,

President Bush's co:p.demnation
of torture and political killings
by Iraqi authorities appears
laudable. Violations of basic
human rights should arouse
indignation and inspire action
to stop them.
The matter becomes less
"clear" and "unambiguous,"
however, in the light of two
questions: Why did our president remain mute on the subject of the Iraqi government's
patterns of severe human
rights abuses before August?
Why does he remain mute
about abuses committed by
other governments, our socalled coalition partners in the
region?
·
Iraqi soldiers' behavior in
Kuwait does not constitute a
sudden shift to the brutal side.
Irnqi civilians have suffered
such cruel and degrading
treatment by government personnel for more than a decade,
as detailed in numerous AI reports.
There was no presidential
indignation, for example, in
1989, when,Amnesty released
its findings about the torture
of Iraqi children. And just a few
weeks before the invasion of
Kuwait, the Bush Administration re%sed to conclude that

Iraq had engaged in a consistent pattern of gross human
rights violations.
IfU.S. policies before August
had reflected concern about the
Iraqi government's human
rights record, our country
might not be digging in for war
today.
Tomorrow's tensions in the
region may well be mapped by
the human rights records of our
long-term ''friends," such as the
Saudi Arabian government,
and new-found "friends," such
as the Syrian government.
We've heard little from the U.S.
government in recent years
about the appalling tactics of
repression used in Saudi Arabia and Syria.
Torture is.reportedly a common practice in Saudi Arabia,
and political detainees have
been jailed there for prolonged
periods without charge or trial.
Syrian prisoners are routinely
tortured. A majority of the
thousands of political prisoners
held in Syria have been denied
their right to a trial.
·
Relentless and ruthless
abuses by the Iranian govemmen t continue. More than
5,000 Iranians have been exe-

see AMNESTY .page 5
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• TRAUMA TEAM

ture a spe.aker from the Orlando
The Trauma Response - Film Festival. He will have inforTeam of the Counseling and mation on student entries and
Testing Center will provide membership in the Orlando Film
counseling to UCF students Society.
who are disturbed with the
The second meeting, at 2 p.m.
Persian Gulf crisis.
Saturday, will feature Stan RohMany UCF students have inson, assistant director of"Superfriends or family who are in- boy." He will talk about getting
volved and those students may into the film industry. Both meet.
benefit from talking to trained ings will be in PC3-201.
professionals at the Counseling Center. For more informa- •BOOKSALE
The Library will have a book
tion, call the center at ext. 2811
· sale from 9 am. to 3 p.m. Jan. 23
• UCFCA MEETING
in its lobby. The books offered are
The UCF Cinematogra- duplicate copies and/or were dephy As.mation announces two termined to be inappropriate for
upcoming meetings. The first, the Library collection Friends of
at 6:30 p.m. Friday, will fea- the Library volunteers will host
1,.; :i1· • l
_.1, l\,i 11-J

the sale. Books will be 25 cents
and up.

• DOCTOROW AT UCF

• VIDEO MEETING
The Video Production Commit,.
tee will meet at 9:30 p.m. Jan. 17
in ED 340. Topics for discussion
will include semester events, show
updates and current projects.
For more information, call Tim
Steinauer at 277-0140.

Noted American novelist E. L.
Doctorow will speak at 8 p.m. in
the Student Center Auditorium.
The event is open to the public.
A reception will be held at 6:30
p.m in the Faculty Dining Room. • ABUSE WORKSHOP
Tickets for the reception are avail- ·
The University Behavioral
able for $7 in the Department of Center is presenting a free workEnglish. The same ticket will re- shop for women. The first of three
serve a seat for the lecture.
programs will be at 6:45- 8:30 p.m.
Doctorow is known for his Jan. 22, and is called "Adult Surblockbuster best seller, Ragtime, vivors ofIncest and SexualAhuse."
which became a major movie. It will be presented by psycholFor more infonnation about the ogist Anne Marie Bercik, Ph.D.
program, call the English Depart- _ The seminar will be held,at the
ment at ext. 2212.
Behavioral Center, 2500 Dis-

covery Drive, and seating is
limited. R.S,.V.P. by calling 2817000.

• ROEJWADE MARCH
The Orlando Action Team of
the Florida Abortion Rights A.r,tion League is sponsoring ''Keep
the Flame Burning: A Celebration
ofChoice'' in recognition ofthe 18th
anniversary of Roe vs. Wade.
The program, which starts at 7
p.m. Jan. 22, will include a candlelight march around Lake Eola
and a commemorative service in
the Walt Disney Amphitheater.
Mark Sabatino and Rebecca Tex
will provide entertainment.
For more information, call the
FARALAction Team at 263-8579.
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UCF to get direct.o ries soon
'90-.'91 phone books expected to be released next week
by Chris Marlin

calls on Nov.· 20 [with questions about listing
procedure]."
The information needed to print the directory
The 1990-91 UCF Directory, which has taken was sent to a publishing company in Jonesboro,
at least nine months to complete, is due to arrive Ark., more than a month ago.
at UCF late next week.
William Ebbert, whose company publishes the
Since November 1989, the UCF community directory, said the delay resulted from two
has had to refer to the 1989-90 UCF StudenU problems originating at UCF.
Faculty/Staff Directory.
According to Ebbert, the information disk SG
Student Government is in charge of compil- sent him containing all the new number·s and
ing and distributing the directories, which are directory information had to be rearranged to be
largely supported by area businesses advertis- read by his company's computer system.
ing in the directories' yellow pages.
''The biggest problem we encounter at [UCF]
Karen Nordyke, an SG student assistant, has is a year-to-year lack of continuity among those
been supervising the compl~tion of the directo- who organize the content of the directory, and
ri~s since late in the summer, when an SG that is something that needs to be addressed."
staffer left SG.
William Ebbert Enterprises also publishes diNordyke had been working on getting spon- rectories for the University of Florida and Florida
sors for the directory before she was called on to . State University. Nordyke described the entire sittake charge..
uation as a catch-22.
'The departmen~ were calling us with quesAccording to Nordyke, confusi<;>n in academic
and administrative departments as a result of tions we couldn't answ~ because of the departthe October telephone number changes caused ments' [shortcomings]," Nordyke said.
the delay.
Nordyke said the directory probably will not be
"I sent out [more than] 200 departmental handled by SG next year.
"It's only fair to the staff, departments and stunotices announcing a number tum-in deadline
of Sept. 21," Nordyke said. "I was still getting dents that this thing gets done properly," she said.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Colleges face more budget cuts
American Association of State Colleges 'and
Universities in Washington, D.C.
The nationwide recession, which was officialMore public campuses have had to rruse pric- ly announced by the U.S. Treasury the last week
es and cut services in recent weeks, as state of December, means that people and businesses
budget shortfalls continued to strike.
earn less money and consequently pay less in
In the latest round, officials at Canisius Col- truces. Without expected tax revenues, states in
lege, the universities of North Dakota and turn have less money to give to public agencies
Maryl~d, and Michigan State University said such as schools to operate.
looming state budget deficits were forcing them
Between 35 and 37 states will probably cut
to cut services and, in some cases, student fi- spending next year, Novak said. ''That's incredinancial aid.
ble."
Trying to find some way to replace the $51
In an effort to avoid some $9.5 million in
million the state of New York abruptly said if budget cuts, students from the University of
would not be able to give them, trustees of the Maine system have started a petition drive ·to
State University __of New York system decided ask legislators to spare campuses.
Dec. 20 to raise tuition by $300 a year and cut
Private campuses also are feeling the restate financial aid by $100 to all but the poorest cession's pinch. Cornell, Drexel, Polytechnic
students.
and Loyola (New Orleans) universities have
"It is difficult. to maintain a balancing act, money woes.
trying to provide the quality of education on
Cornell, a private campus that gets state
one hand and having the resources that are funds to help it operate certain programs, is
needeQ.," said University of Maryland President contemplating tuition hikes and faculty layoffs
William Kirwan.
to offset the surprise cuts in state funds.
It could be even worse in the future. "I think
Loyola, citing lower-than-expected admiswe'll see some major jumps (in tuition and fees) sions and residence hall revenues, is cutting
next year," predicted Richard Novak of the $1 million from its 1990-91 budget.
Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

GIRL'S BEST FRIE.ND

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jennifer Connolly, 22, a psychology major, is with her dog, BBD,
who is trained to help sight-impaired people. BBD is still a puppy.

ETHICS
FROM PAGE 1

forfeit their right to debate and
vote on the issue.
The bill also includes criminal charges as violations.
Alleged violations would be
reviewed by the Executive
Committee, which would decide
if the charges have merit.
If it found the charges warranted, it would refer the
charges to a senate ethics committee consisting of the president pro tern and committee
vice chairs. The pro tern would
chair the committee.
That committee would investigate the allegations and decide
if the charges had merit.

'We don't need to bring the
whole senate in at the investigatory level," Carls said.
!f so, it would present impeachment charges to the senate. The formal charge would
be malfeasance.
Carls criticized a previous
ethics bill passed by the senate
lasf fall, which · student body
President Jeff Laing vetoed.
"It [the old bill] oversimplified everything," he said.
''The way the last bill was
worded, if you belonged to an
organization, you couldn't vote
on it."
Carls said he .wrote the bill
two months ago, but because
of the problems with the last
senate election, ·could . not introduce it untll now.

Put your name in the spotlight.
Join the Confetti Crew
· and get your name in lights.
We are looking for.a few good
music critics, movie reveiwers,
feature interviewers and
funky columnists.
Sign up nowl

Target Topfcs
678-2022
Have a Great Semester. ..
Thank You for Your Support!
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cuted during the last three
years. Incommunicado detention and torture are
routine in . Morocco, and
that country's government
persists in responding to
"disappearances" with se.
crecy and silence.
Our government fails to
act with determin.ation
against the-torture suffered
by tens of thousands of
prisoners held in Turkish
jails.
The Egyptian government has subjected many
thousands of political prisoners to detention without
charge or trial. The torture
of political prisoners, especially supporters of Islamic
groups opposing the government, is reportedly
common in Egypt.
In the Israelf-occupied
territories, thousands of
Palestinians have been detained without charge or
trial. Many of the detainees
committed the "offense" of
peacefully exercising their
rights to free expression
and association. Israeli
troops, often engaging in
excessive use of force, have

killed hundreds of Palestinian civilians.
President Bush's selective indignation over Iraq's
abu.ses in Kuwait undermines the norms of "human
decency" he touts in his
letter to campus newspapers.
All people in all countries are entitled to human
rights protection. International humanitarian standards rest upon this principle.
The standards are unequivocally practical because human rights protection
establishes '
a
foundation for just, peaceful, stable order. Exploiting
human rights to justify violent c·onfrontation is itself
indecent.
Amnesty International
takes no position on the
territorial disputes in the
Nancy RobarUltCEN I RAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Persian Gulf. But we do
support international coali- RINGS ON HER FINGERS
tion building to preyent all egre- Julie Hovespian, Courtney Astor, John Hovespian and Abbi LeGrand (I to r), look at jewelry the
gious human rights violators from Hovespians are displaying on the Green.
conducting business as usual.
If President Bush is sincere about "desperately
$ $ $ $ $.$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
want[ing] peace," and if h~
wishes to remove _ambiguity · from his invocation of
"moral obligation," then let
him be consistent in his
concern for human rights.

MAKE MJNEY!
Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

ERASE6!1.
ILLITERACY

We;re seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
business offiCe at Room 107 in the Art~ Complex and fill out an
application or call x2601 to find out more.
·

Joumalism Majors

P I
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S I G M A
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The Professiorlal Organization
PSE RUSH WEEK:
January 14 - 18
Inside of CEBA II
Come by and see what we're all
about!
G.et yourself a FREE promotional
·
pen while they last!

PSE ORIENTATION
NIGHT:
January 23, 1991 at 7:00 p.m.
University Dining Room
Listen to the-advantages of being
in a business organization from
key note speakers.
This is your time to get the facts
you need about Pi Sigma Epsilon.
Dress is' business attire.

• Get Great Clips
•Make Money
• Improve Your Reporting Skills

The Central Florida Future is now taking applications for
· reporters. If you haYeliaawriting-expe_ri~ce and are interested
in working as a reporter, please contact Managing Editor
Jennifer Offenburger at 8&2865, or come by our office and mt
out an application today. This could be the move of your life!

EARN

WHILE

YOU LEARN.
MARKETING TRAINEE POSITION
We have an excellent position for the right person. This position requires a

self-motivated individual who desires a career in the insurance field .. While
you're a marketing trainee for up to 12 to 15 months, you will earn a competitive
salary. Once you enter the field, you will earn a guaranteed minimum for up
to 12 months, with the potential for more. Subsequent earnings based on salary
+ commission + bonus.
If you have a secondary education and are willing to work hard to earn while
you learn, we may have the opportunity you've been seeking. Send a brief
resume to:

JEROLD F. PROBST
1890 ~EMORAN BL VD., SUITE 219
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

PSE Opens Doors to lOur Future

FEDERATED

/NSURANCEfl

(401) 61i-13s2

The FEOERATED Insurance Companies
Home Office: 121 Eas~ Park Square, Owatonna, MN 55060
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As United States
nears _a ctual war,
so· looms·drafting

JanuarY' 17, 1991
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A COUITTRY W~~~ WOM~ CA~'T
~~IVE..1 CAN>T SWIM illJ TH~ ~ME:. .

POOi.. AS M6:N > ARE. STOt\1£.D TO
DEAT~ FOi< ACULTERY1 ~AVE ONLY
11-IOS~ RIG~TS 6RANT6:.D 'TO ~~
e,y 1'1.-l~IR 1-HJS~~DS .. · YOl..IR ..Jo5:
P~OTI:C.T 114~ STA"TU~

QUO·

Consider one of the basic principles of the United
States: freedom of choice. Freedom to choose what
you want to do and where, provided you are not
endangering the life of another.
With the consideration of implementing the draft,
one wonders whether this is free choice or something
that is forced upon individuals.
The crisis in the Middle East has reached the point
to where the draft is being discussed as a viable
option to get people in Iraq, fighting.
Noonegroupwantstotakecreditforimplementing
the draft, and thus it will probably be a decision made
by no one in particular, but supported by all the
politicians.
Several different factors are coming t9gether to
affect public opinion on this issue.
First of all, should the United State.s get involved
in another war on the other side of the world,inanonCPS
·
Christian society?
~~90
Kuwait is considered our ally, but the United
Nations created the country after World War II.
Warring over boundaries is a common theme
throughout the history of the area.
Currently, Israel is having similia~r problems with
the Palestians. Why aren't we trying to intervene
there? Could it be that the United States is so far in,
Alright, 1991, it's time to get serious. Now, we all
·
.
they can't see out? know
what~s been happening in the Middle .East,
But that is not the issue. The issue is, Does the
United States have enough interest there to warrent about how Iraq has moved in on Kuwait and how
George Bush has decided to destroy Hussein's forces.
the forced call-up of soldiers.
The amount of support the rest of the world is We also know how I've harassed Presidential policy
the Kremlin, of course.
until I've run out of things to say.
giving to this endeavor is minimal.
Now, since our army is all in one place, what
The United States has sent m.ore troops than any However, since it is obvious that the United States is '
other country. Perhaps the leaders of the world have there to stay, I have decided that it is my duty to back do _you suppose would happen?
Would the Soviet Union ·be insane enough to
learned from Bush's ability to give lip service wi t4out the President whether I believe in his policy or not,
and since it appears that war is obvious, I have launch ' a nuclear weapon on our army? We have
doing anything.
Perhaps later, after more channels have been decided to focus my attention on the worl~ in general. nukes ourselves! That would start a nuclear war! It is
The world situation is turning out to be disastrou_s. possible, however, you must remember.that we are
tried, after the French, English, Russian, etc ... , send
more of their troops, then the public will be able to First we have the Middle East involvement, wherein talking about a people who put bomb shelters in
realize this isn't just an American effort, or just an over half our armed forces are located an in one place .almost every block of their cities. It doesn't matter if
on the Saudi Arabian border.
we th.ink it's insane, it matters that they think it's
American problem.
That was perfectly detestable, but now the U.S.S.R. insane.
People have already begun to protest our
involvement in the Middle East. If the support is so is bearing it's peace-loving fangs in Lithu&nia, where · We Americans can seem so eager for world peace
poor at this stage of the game, how will support be it's Glasnost policy was shot to pieces by it's use of that we make ourselves vulnerable to attack. To
force. So, Communism is on the collapse_, eh? not recognize the Soyiet Union for its potential
after hundreds of body bags get sent home?
Another issue is, What does the United States do Don't you believe it. As long as they have danger is a fool's gambit, and the United States
after bombjng Iraq into ruin? Can we putin a another weapons, and there is documented evidence that is not in a position to make any foolish moves.
Our country is financially insecure, socially
of our 'puppet' rulers? Better yet, let's just let the area . they are still building weapons of war, how can
divided and waste far too much time and money
fight over the rights. The problems of the area are not we trust them?
Now let's say they've been lying t~ us. Would on insignificant issues.
going to be better with our somewhat anti-Moslim,
they do that? Of course not! I said let's assume
It is time for us to unite as a nation and rise above
western ways of doing things.
Hopefully, whatever politician supports .the draft they are lying. If they are lying, then let's just adversity,orwewillsinklikeastone.Inourluxuryand
will not be put back into office. Politicians will be ponder what will happen if a fiesty Soviet arrogance, we have opened the door for division-and
aware of this sentiment and will avoid making it an General decides to launch a 111ajor nuclear social decay, and, when· the time is right, we shall fall
issue if the public maintains its fight against drafting. weapon at the Middle East, without orders from as a nation unless we act now.
Putting the draft into effect will not help get oil. It
won't even help the people or the area.
.
Ifthe United States decides to force the issue of the
draft; hopefully · it will consider human life more
. important than oil.
January 15 is the birthdate of Martin Luther
King, a man we honor each year (unless you're in
Arizona) for his firm convjctions of nonviolence and
his dedication to human rights.
It seems to be a tad ironic that January 15 was
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
as the date for Saddam Hussein to
established
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
withdraw from Iraq or face the possibility of forced allowed such impediments as truth or facts to stand
removal. It is also the date which Congress has in the way of his goals.
Editor in Chief
Duringth·e 1987 case revolving around the alleged
granted President Bush the power to declare war if
Jamie Carte
' rape of Tawana Brawley, Sharpton was one of those
Jennifer Offenburger deemed necessary.
Managing Editor
But, the festivities leading up to the celebration of instrumental in blocking the state's attorneys from
Joelle Subourne
News Editor
King'"s
birthday started as early as Saturday, January talking with the teenaged girl and, at one point, he
Sports Editor
Roy Fuoco
claimed that the rape was the work of the K.K.K and
Jocelyn Jepson 12 with two major events.
Opinion Editor
To kick things off, the ,Soviet army moved into the LR.A Anyone even remotely familiar with the
Steven M. Conner
Confetti/Collage Editor
Copy Editor
M_elissa Stoker Lithuania, one of the U.S.S.R.'s "self autonomous" Irish Republican Army knows that its members are
republics that has spent the past ye_a r trying to far to busy blowing things up to bother with sexual
Michael Pohl
Photo Editor ·
Brian M. Wente establish that autonomy. Mikhail Gorbachev has assault.
Art Director
disavowed responsibility for the events, blaming
Even on the campus of U.C.F., people are
Production Manager
Lloyd Whitehead
just about everything else but himselfin spite of the getting in on the act. On the morning of January
Thomas Negron fact that he has centralized power towards himself. 14, spray-painted slogans reading, among other
Business Manager
Tracy Osterhagen As or' January 13, the death count stood at 14.
Office Manager
things, "K.K.K. Rules" were found-on a building
Vic Kirazian
Advertising Manager
· Not to be outdone, American citizens responded near the dormitories and in the area where the
David J. Shoulberg
Ad Production Manager
when an as-yet-unnamed white man stabbed the black fraternities and the African American
Armand Cimaroli Reverend Al Sharpton prior to the start of a protest Student Union members meet.
Advertising Staff
Jeff Celebre march .through the racially charged area of
It has been almost a quarter-century since
Bensonhurst, New York.
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
Martin Luther King was shot. As we celebrate
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Jessica Plnkman
As regrettable as the stabbing might be, it sh01,ild h_is birthday, the question to pose ourselves is:
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
certainly
come as no great surprise. Sharpton is an how much have we learned from his example?
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
inflammatory speaker who uses hatred as a tool for
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300words and include
The answer is, apparently, not much:
the author's signature, major and phone nurTt>er. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
inciting
his
followers.
He
is
a
man
who
has
little
and space and become the property of the newspaper. subject to their publication. The Central
regard for self-responsibility and he has rarely .
Florida Future Is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic
Bill Cushing is junior studying English.
. . . _?
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Fight against upheld system and for our ideals
"No, I am not brainwashed. No, I am not a liar.
This is a clear-cut conflict between good and evil."
These are the kinds of things that I would expect
• someone like Kruschev would say about Stalin.
However, these sentiments are the kind which George
Bush used against Hussein in his letter to the college
students of America.
George Bush's position goes something like this:
when a leader knowingly allows his people to slowly
be killed by man-made chemicals, me must kill the
• leader. He hopes our morals will be offended by such
acts, but I am used to drinking and eating pesticide
contaminated things, so I am no more mad at Saddam
than I am at numerous business leaders and there
1
political toys.
.
Bush presents many more arguments against
Hussein; he talks about duty and morals. According
• to my morals, and there are those who share them,
you can die for your country or even less, perhaps just
one other person, but you cannot kill except in the
most extreme of situations, and then, only for an ideal

;,~i~~~;~?~~~i;~~~~~

mistakes. By a leap oflogic, that means my country
cal'l make mistakes. I am very happy to be able to say
that and not fear execution, but even if it was illegal
I would feel it and I would find a way to express it.
That is very easy to say now.
Bush mentions "the economic devastation that
Saddam Hussein would continue to wreak on the
world's emerging democracies."
I'dliketoaddthatitwouldalsowreaktheemerging
non-democracies and our .oil-dependent sytem. It is
NOJ' Saddam Hussein alone that will charge high
prices for oil.
If we do displace Hussein, I'm sure Iran will
greatly appreciate a nice power vacuum right n~t to
them. I'm sure they wouldn't mind selling us oil at
s.ome real nice rates (real nice for them). The fact is,

whoever ends up with control of the oil-rich land will
· charge us whatever we will pay according to something
called a free market, that is, unless we go in and take
it.
Our problem is a dependency on oil, not- Saddam.
We have a system that works, but only if certair..
' conditions are met. The problem we have with Iraq
is not with a man, it is with a system made by man,
and thus, a system that is imperfeet.
If we take away the man, the system will not
collapse. I will not kill for my country, ·bl!-t I will
reform. That is also easy to say, and it is nottoo hard
to do. If you're not going to war, cut ·back on the
amount of oil you use.
Jeff Hunn is a junior studying liberal arts.
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12pm Sat Jan19 Langford Hotel Students $5
reservation Sam 277-9374 or Gladys 8949894

Alpha Phi Omega
The only national service fraternity! Info
meetings Thurs 1/17 8pm in the S.O.L.
(across from the mailboxes) A Phi 0 Lets
U.B.U.
Delta Sigma Pi
One rush party down, only two more chances
to make a good impression. Let's keep up our
professional attitude (NOT).
No more
raindances to cancel our car wash C-U-2Nite.
Phi Delta Theta
Color me happy, what a rush!..rushl Xspcl
thanx to Bill. It was prime time dude. Hey
neophytes, Sat. will be here soon, BBBeware!
Hey Luo, how do those Converse taste?
PONG Babyl
Zeta Tau Alpha
Hey Zetasl! Welcome backll Pledges-get
ready for tomorrow night-initation is almost
herel Everyone better know their creed I All of
the sisters are psyched for Madhatter'sl Good
Luckl!I
Lambda Chi Alpha
Congratulations too all the guys who picked up
bids. AM ceremony Saturday-check the
board for time/place. Great Job football teamcampus threepeat. Prepare for awesome
party Sat.

..

Acacia
UCF basketball game on Thurs 1/17-rneet at
Snow's apt at ?pm. Meet after game to work
on Acacia board. "Rock for Peace" Fri eve at
house. Dues by Sun. Congrats new officers.
Go Akak .

Student Accounting Society will hold its 1st
meeting on Jan 22 Rm 121 at 4pm. All majors
welcome to attend. Bring a friend! See you
there.

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

For Rent- 2 bedroom 2 bath washer & dryeravailable Feb. 1, 1991 for $435 a month at
Alafaya Woods Ct. Please Call 273-0131

APS needed PIT packag~ handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

2 Bdr 2 Bath apt washer/dryer on Descartes
Ct. $425/rno Call 381-4240
Female, 26, seeks mature NS M/F. 15 mins
to school. Nice house, quiet area. $250+ 112
util. 834-5053
M/F NS your own bathroom WID pool tennis
etc, 5rni UCF. 245+112 ut. Ron 657-9214
Responsible roommate M or F wanted to
share 2Br/2B condo 1n Maitland. $300 per
month call 629-6160
Female roommate wanted own Bdr 240+1/3
utilities Auvers Village on 436. Aval 211/91
Call 679-1217

Free Spring Break vacation in Cancun! College Tours, the nations largest and most successful spring break tour operator needs enthusiastic campus representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash. Nothing to buy-we provide
everything you need. Call 1-800-395-4896 for
more information

For Rent - Walk to class 3Bdr 2 112 Bath
townhouse pool tennis $650. 671-9957
Room For Rent
in a 3/2 house 5 miles from UCF
$200/rnnth + 1/3 utilities nego. dep
Call Dan or Paul 658-0960 leave mess

Attention: Excellent income for home assembly work info
504-646-1700 Dept. p307

ApVfor/rent 2bd 2ba washer dryer dishwasher
$435 mo call 699-6472 12023 Alafaya Wds.

Clerical office position 20 hours per week.
Flexible schedule. Office located near UCF.
4.50 per hour contact Lisa at 657-9577, 8:305 :30

Fox Hunt luxury town house ALL appliances
paddle fans 2-bdrm 2bath call Jim 657-7598/
380-8383

Roommate wanted. Prefer female, to share
3br house with UCF male. Washer, dryer,
microwave, 6 miles from campus. $200 + 1/
2 678-1738
NS/M to share 2br apartment. Walk to UCF.
$120m+1/3 Uty Call 273-1390
M/F N/S share 3/2 home 240 mth plus 1/2 ut,
washer/dryer, cable, call Chris 382-3047 or
work# 898-8808
FM NS for own master bedroom w/ bath.
Large home w/ FP +pool. Located 15 min
from UCF. $350 mo pays ALL 277-2066 leave
message
Beautiful 3Bl2B house 1n Stillwater only 2
miles from UCF Roommates wanted. Immediately $Negotiable Call Anthony 365-6299

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
roorn 140

AES

1,000 2ft 28dr 1Bath duplex, walk to campusprivate parl<ing:i2185 Diogenes Ct. Central
heat-air well tended yard, -frost free fridge
disposal-dishwasher-new carpet new drapes
Call after 7pm:327-0884

Amstrad Word Processor Includes monitor,
keyboard & printer $275.00 Jeff ext 3-2651

Scholarships, grants, and aid availab(e from
many sources. 40 page individualized report.
Guaranteed Call 1-800-783-4013 for 1ntormat1on.

BICYCLES: Nishik1 Prestige 1Ospd racer cost
$400 new sell for $200. Summit all terrain
10spd $100 like new. Mike 260-0670 leave
message

Childcare my home Stillwater Sub-0 $2.50 an
hr 365-1174 HRS Lis 07F289

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers easy time payment plans. Jostens I There is a difference;
look for 1t! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

Need female roornmate(s) to share 2bed/2 1/
2 bath townhouse in Chancellors Row. $300
own room, $200 share room. Call Kara 3807531

Newman Club
All students are invited to Mass at 11 am every
Sunday in the SOL. Overnight beach trip this
Sunday evening, anyone interested call the
Newman House at 281-4438.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that's made 15 of 24 Super
Bowl rings. Jostens! There 1s a difference;
look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

'84 Ford Escort Wagon 40,000 miles Call
Yvette 679-1767
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

'85 Volkswagen Golf $3200
Air,am/fm/cassette
·
MSW wheels, etc
Call 679-6998

FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
TODAY
.
11am to 1pm
VOLLEYBALL ON THE GREEN
TONIGHT
6:15 MEETING AT
WAYNE DENSCH SPORTS CENTER

For rent-3 or 4 female students to share furnished townhouse 3bdrs, 2 1/2 bath, fans,
pool, tennis. $750/mo. Call 351-7020

1985 Honda Interceptor 500 cc,new paint,
runs excellent, looks great, new tires, new
brakes $2000 OBO Call 380-3949 ask for
Callum

Private bedrooms for rent in furnished
houses, $200 /month. Contact David at (407)
327-8858
1 Bedroorn/1 Bath-walk to UCF. Clean, neat,
-cat O.K. Call 281 -6545 $315 mo.

•

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep course
Open enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

Orlando Thunder Cheerleader Tryouts
January. 19th 10 a.m. Beacham Theater.
Applications at any Orange Bank. Must be 21
by 1/26/91.
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Make it nch, make it nostalgic--0nyx and
diamonds-your statement. Jostens! There
is a difference; look for it! It's Academic in the
University Shoppes.
A Bahamas party cruise $2951 Jamaica &
Florida6days$2991 Daytona$1591 Panama
City $991. Spring Break Travel 1-800-6386786.
Are you sick of the new beer taxi If so go to
Shamrock Beverage for the lowest prices on
kegs, cases, wine arid soda. We are next to
the UCF Credit Union in the University Shopping Center. Fraternity bros, independents,
varsity athletes and of course ladies, stop by
and check us out. Our prices cannot be beatl
We have a long weekend so PARTYI Later

Babysitter available. Goldenrod and University area. Preschool teacher home with own
18-month old. Call Wendy at 677-9323

UCF Environmental Society meets at the
arboretum Jan22 4pm. All other mtg Tue 4pm
at the SOL-stud ctr. Plafm1ng canoe trip,
camping, clean-up. Call Sam 277-9374

United Nations Assoc Speaker
Elizabeth Bowne on UNICEF All invited lunch

Jim's Auto and Truck Repair your place or
mine pickup +delivery 889-3271

Car pool from Kissimmee/Lake Buena Vista
days M-F. Call Karen 396-8947

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0358
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes. Sarne
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Protessional*Accurate

'83 Toyota Tercel 1 owner excellent condition
45+ MPG $2400 Call X5777

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

'BO Chevy Ma!ibu PS PB AC FM stereo 1
owner excellent condition,3000 x5777

Typing - Call Stress Alleviators Professionally typed & edited. Written projects(terms,
resumes, etc) Call Barbaraat (407) 351-0065.

GWM, 6'0, 160lbs, athletic, attractive, mascu:
line, enjoys sports, movies, beach, seeks
same for fun and friendship. Reply Box
195164, Winter Spgs, 32719

Happy 21 Birthday Pamela Bowman
January 18 Love, Your Family!
Barbie, OK, enough is enough! You r.ever
showed up Tuesday night. What did I do
wrong ? Let's get together and talk about 11.
Meet me @ the Wild Pizza for "Die Harder"@
6:30. B.

.

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 ·per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface
and underline extra (double line rate)
0 GREEK CORNER
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds
OCLUBINFO
OROOMMATES
, Insertion dates:
DFORRENT
OFORSALE
OAUTOS
D HELP WANTED
DWANTED

Cost per issue:
$
·Number of issues:
Less Discount(if any):
TOTAL COST:
$

"

OSERVICES
O'fYPISTS
D LOST & FOUND
DCARPOOL
OTUTORS
OOTHER
OLONELY•'s
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"...Jtni tfiey sfia[[ heat tfieir swords into pfowsliares, ani tfieir spears into
prnningfwok§; g{ation sfia{{ not {ijt up sword against nation, neit(ier sfia{{ tfiey {earn
war any nwre. (Micali 4:3)

*~

"13{essed are tlie peacetnakf,rs1 for they sfia{{ be ca{{ed clii{dren of (jod. " (Matt. 5::J) ·

*
*
. *:

i

**

~

:·

**~

. ".9tf{ nations sliouU 6ec0me one in faitli and a{{ men as ~rothers ...')et so it sfia{[ 6e;

: ·
!*

tliese froit{ess strifes, tliese 1!Jinous wars sfia{{ pass away, and the 'Mo.st (jreat Peace'
sfia{{ come. (13alia 'i j'aitli-rivritings of 'Bafia 'u '{{afi)

*~
*
**

11

~
~

'UCJ' 'United Campus Ministry

:

"fl

***
!

':Slial{ I not te{{ you wliat is better tlian prayers anafasting andgiving a{ttis to tlie
poor? It is makjng peace between one another: enmity and ma{ice destroy a{{
virtues." {Isfamic 'Tratfition-'Words of Muliammad}
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'Bafia 'i 1"aitli-Sfttri. 'Dressur .
'Baptist Campus :Ministry-!}{arre[ Murgan
Catfiolic Campus Ministry-'Brendan. <jil£an
'Episcopal Campus :Ministry-13.sfimu.n 'Brown
In.ttrnation.al Stuaents, Inc.-Susan Lee

'**
~

.:

*
**
*
*

!J{ifit[ 1"ounaaticn-:Mosftt

Ptlli
Lutfttran Campus :Ministry-1"retf Scliramm
Seventfi 'lJay ~vtntist Campus '.Ministry-'Bi[[ Crefton
'University Congregational Cfi.urcfi-Lloyi_Larsen
'Unitetf Metfioaist Campus 'Ministry·'lJawn Lipfiart .
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~

~

*

*

*
**
~********************** *********************************** ******************************* :
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Ree Services urants
YOU!

Overhand Fastpiteh
Softball Tournament

- • Lirilited·to first 8 teams
• PlaY Date:·Saturday
~
Janua111 1'9th. · ..
Begins at ·9:00 am

· )!\

Knights Shootout
- Basketball
"Air ·Kni~thts"
to shoot it UP!
January 22-24
Female/Male
Competitors Ii

Wanted:
When:·
Who:

-·For More Information call X3-2408 or
Sign up at Ree. Services I 0 I.
...

....

-4'.·

Badminton
Anyone?
Come out and kill
~ _ a birdie! .
Rec. Services presents ...
Badminton Tournament on
Saturday, January 26th.. It is
:important that you sign up now to
get.in on all the fun!!!!!
I

,.,..

Sign vp: January 7-25 at the
wonderful office of Rec.
Services
Location: Building

15~

Room 101

Phone: .x 3-2408

GET YOUR~EN"TRY

., . ~·FORM SOON!

Ii
___
.....,

,_
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FLAG FOOTBALL

. ::~1'991 Bali!Blll SDliDlile' ......· .. ....· .·: ·~.·:: .:·

FROM PAGE 12

after
winning
UC F's
intramural flagfootball league •
to become UCF's No. 1 team.
They have won the award for
the past three years.
Lamda Chi's team consists
of 15 members, but only 11
attended this year's event in
New Orleans. The team fields
seven players and keeps the
other four players as
substitutes.
Lamda Chi's 1988 team won
ninth place in nationals. Eighty
teams played.
Student Government paid
for the team's entry into the
nationals, but the rest of the
funds came from Lamda Chi's
•
Little Sister program.
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Track and field team
reduced to 14 members
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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The UCF track team
suffered a setback with the
sudden red-shirting of several
team members this semester
due to academic inelligibility.
The squad has been reduced
from 21 members to 14.
The team lost such quality
runners as sprinter Walter
Gibson, a 21.9-second 200meter performer; long-distance
runner Kyle Klom; and hurdler
Kevin Turner.
Klomp was UCF's leading
runner during the crosscountry season.
Despite the losses, Coach
Francisco Castro remains
optimistic that there remains
enough of a base of talent for
UCF to make a strong
statement in its first meet
Saturday at Winter Park's
Showalter Field.
''We still have a good group,
although the team is
considerably smaller, which
can be a problem in a
competitive conference like
ours," Castro said.
Saturday's BCC Invitational
meet will allow the team to
gauge current conditioning
levels and technique before
major meets begin later this
month.
Expectations should be
especially high for Shawn
Jefferson and Ray Irving of the
UCF football team, as well as
long jumpers Jan Fosso and
Drumeco Lauriston. Fosso is
also a llO~meter hurdler.

FROM PAGE 12

best game we can each night,"
Campbell said. "Thursday
night's loss to Lamar woke a lot
of our players up to the league
we're playing in."
Dean agreed and seemed
optimistic about the team's
future .
''The entire trip was a great
team experience for us," Dean
said. "We went through a
disaster game on Thursday,
regrouped on Friday. To come
back from six points down late
in the game against Pan
American was a significant
accomplishment for our team.
''We are definitely going to
have a winning program here.
It's just a matter of when.
Running Notes: Althouth
Phillips leads the team with 60
assists, Haynes 1s right behind
with 54. The two guards have
combined for 114 assists and 52
steals.
Greg Roberson had his best
game ofthe year against UTPA.
He had seven rebounds and four
assists in 11 minutes.

by Gregory Eyma
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BASKETBALL

VICTORY
FROM PAGE 12

were charter members of the
Sunshine Conference in the
mid-70s.
As a member of the ASC,
UCF cannot play Division II
In womens' track, sprinterhurdlers Shari McCloud and
Tanya Jones are expected to
lead the team, along with team
captain-Tammy Chaimberlain.

Ken Leeks practices free throws Monday. The Running Kngihts
play their first conference game at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.

~"h"ol~

Thompson said conference
members are allowed to play
out contracts that they may
have with Division II schools
when they join the conference.

IU·M'31'

Monday's results

H.A.S.A

LAMAR 108, UCF 70
UCF (70): Batz 6 6 0 0 12. Phillips 11 16 1-5 23,
Rhodes 6-9 0-0 12, Green 1-4 0-0 2, Stowe 2-6 0-0 6,
Saco 1-2 0-0 2, Lincoln 1-1 0-0 2, Loomis 5-7 0-0 12,
Nunes 0-4 O O o. Weaver 0-0 0-0 O Totals 33-56 1-5
70
L.amar(108): Hickey 10-184-424, Mosley5-7 2212, Oston4-84-412, Hatchet4-146-717, Jones 5100-010, Bean4-71-19,Guerrant0-30 00,Jackson
4-4 2-210, Island 2-4 3-4 7, Woods 0-1 0-0 O, Rogers
0-1 0-0 0, Wiison 1-2 0-0 2, Ancelet 1-1 2-2 4 Totals
41-81 23-26108
Halftime Lamar 51, UCF 36 3-point goals UCF 4-4 (Stowe 2-2, Lincoln 1-1, Loomis 1-1). Lamar
3-14 (Hatchett 3-11, Guerrant 0-3) Fouled out None. Rebounds - UCF UCF 27 (Phillips 13), Lamar
40 (Jones 10). Assists - UCF (Loomis, Stowe 3),
Lamar (Jones 10). Total fouls - UCF 19, Lamar 14.
Technical fouls - _A:- 614

Tonight: Men's basketball -UCF vs Arkansas St.,
7 30 pm 1270 WBZS, 89 9 WUCF-FM, CV-32
Saturday: Men's basketball - UCF vs LoUtstan
Tech, 7 30 p m 89.9 WUCF-FM.
Women 's basketball - UCF vs. LoU1s1ana
Tech • 5 15 p.m. 89 9 WUCF-FM
Monday WUCF Sports Forum, noon, 89.9 WUCF

1991 Indoor Track and Field schedule
Jan. 19
Jan. 27

BCC Track lnvltatlonal (Winter Park)
Princeton Relays (Princeton, NJ)

Feb 16
Feb 24
Feb 28

BCC Track lnv~atlonal II (Winter Park)
ASC Championships (Arkansas St ) _
LastChanceMeet(Urnvers1tyofFlonda)

Save~$100
..

Stop by and visit your ArtCar_ved representative during this special
event. Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarved
will customize a college ring just for you with thousands of
special options. Don't delay-see your ArtCarved representative
before this promotion ends.

''LAST CHANCE TO BUY AT '90 PRICES!"

ORDER
NOW FOR
NEXTWEEK

GRADUATION DEL

JI RT ~II RVED
COLLEGE JEWELRY

JA,qUARY 22ND·25TH
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

10:00AM • 3:30PM
DEPOSIT REQUIRED

Special Payment Plans Available • •

mlill
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Sports
c win doesn't count in.ASC standings
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF Running Knights will not
be credited with a win for their 98-81
victory over Brandon during the
Tangerine Tournament at Rolliris.
The victory won't count because
Brandon, a college from Manitoba,
Canada, does not play at least 50percent
of its games against colleges in the
United States, according to UCF Coach

Joe Dean.
('It counts in th e minimum number
of games a school must play and the
maximum number of games allowed,
but it does not count in the standings,"
ASC Commissioner Craig Thompson
said.
Dean said he was told by Rollins
Athletic Director Dr. Gordie Howell
when he signed to· play in the
tournament that the game would count.
"Ifl had known it wouldn't count, we

wouldn't h ave pl ayed in the
tournament," Dean said. "It's been very
disappointing."
UCF can count the game in its records
if it wants to, but Dean said he is not
sure ifUCF will do that.
The game was meaningful for
Running Knight freshman forward
Denny Hinson, who scored a career·
high 33 points.
If the victory counted, the Running
Knights would now have seven victories

12

(with six losses). Last year, UCF won
seven games all year and did not record
its last two victories until the last two
games of the year.
The Tangerine Tournament also
marked the last time UCF would play
Rollins College for the foreseeable
future.
UCF leads the series, 20-14, but the
Tars won the last five game.s. Both
see VICTORY page 10

Veterans,youth,attftude
begin UCF's rebuilding
boosted ·by ·the impact of freshman
point guard Sinua Phillips and
freshman forward Denny Hinson.
Phillips has been a spark plug
The UCF basketball team, in its
second year under Coach Joe Dean, for the team this year. His tenacious
has combined .veteran leadership, defense has excited the crowd and
started fast breaks.
new talent and a
He
has also been
new attitude to
successful in getting
sprint to a . 500 "This year's team has a
Leeks
better
start.
involved in the
Although the great attitude. They
offense.
'
Running Knights
Phillips·is the
have just reached want to play well and
the midpoint of they are wor~ing
12.8 points a game
their '90-'91 season,
and five assists.
they have almost toward some·significant
Hinson has
equaled
the team goals."
given the Knights a
valuable scorer both
number of victories
·Joe Dean inside and out. He
of last year's .team.
UCF basketball .coach is averaging 15 :9
This season is
the first in the
points.
American South
"This year's
Confe r ence for the Running team has a great attitude," Dean
said. '(They want to play well and
Knights.
UCF has depended on strong they are worldng towar d some
inside play from junior center Ken ·significant team goals. There's a
Leeks, who has averaged 19.1 points deep sense ·o f caring on this team. "
The Running Knights are coming
and 9.5 rebounds so far this season.
UCF coaches said leadership from off their first venture into American
the- two team captains is the South Conference play with a ~
lopsided loss to Lamar and a close
important factor.
"[Anthony] Haynes has been an victory on the ro~d agains~ Texas·
·excellent leader, as has [senior Pan American.
center] Ross Breunig," Dean said.
UCF coaches said they feel their
"Kenny's been a little up and team will need to play the best they
down, but he's the player every team can to continue winning.
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
('We're the type of team thafhas . ~
keys on," Assistant Coach Brft
HIGH STEPPIN-G
Campbell said. "He does better, the · to be really focused and play the
Jan Fasso, a senior member of the UCF track and field team, practices hurdles for better everyone around him plays."
The Running Knights have been
see BASK~TBALL page 11 "h
UCF's first meet Saturday. He ~lso competes in the long jump.
by Jamie Johnson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF fraternity
·flag football ·
semifinalists
Lady Knights drop
2nd straight game

by Matt Mccredie
CENTRAL FLO'RIDA FUTURE

/

Lamda Chi Alpha Fraternity represented UCF in
the Intramurals Nationa1 Flag Football ChampiOnships over the winter break and advanced to the
semifinals.
The event, at the University of New Orleans,
featured 105 teams.
The Lamda Chi team defeated North Carolina
Charlotte and Southern Methodist University to reach
the semifinals. Lamda Chi was stopped by Georgia
Southern on a last-minute score.
"It was great just to go to New Orleans," team
member Lee Lipton said. 'We met many of our
fraternity brothers, as well as other great athletes."
UCF sends a team from its intramural flag football
program to this event just about every year.
The program,.directed by Doug Anderson, is geared
at stimulating competition between students who do
not play varsity sports.
Lamda Chi earned the invitation to the nationals
see FLAG FOOTBALL page 10

•l"

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chal1es Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA

FUTUR ~

MAKING A RACKET
Ken Jackson, a senior, gets ready for the upcoming
tennis season th~t begins in two weeks.

The UCF women's basketball team lost its second
consecutive game, 108-70, to Lamar University on
Saturday night on the r oad.
Lamar(ll-2,3-0)istiedforfirstplaceintheAmericM!
South Conference. The Lady Cardinals took a 51-36
lead at halftime and cruised to the 38-point victory.
Barbara Hickey led a quartet of Lamar players who
scored in double figures. She scored 24 points. Brenda
·
Hatchet added 17 points.
T~ri Phillips again led UCF in scoring. She scored 23
points on 11-of-16 shooting and grabbed 13 rebounds.
Yolanda Rhodes and Debby Batz scored 12 points. Batz
was perfect from the field, making 6-for-6.
Lamar went to the free-throw line 26 fun.es, compared
with just five times for UCF. The Lady Cardinals
outscored UCF 23-1 from the line.
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Variety -k ey to this year's

music awards
This year's awards
offer an amazing
lineup of talent.
From Quincy
Jones and Sinead
O'Connor to Phil
. Collins and Mariah
Carey-This
year's awards
cover them all.

Song of the year
"Another Day in Paradise," Phil
Collins; "From a Distance," Julie
.Gold; "Hold On," Chynna Phillips,
Glen Ball.a rd and Camie Wilson;_
"Nothing Compares 2 U," Prince;
"Vision of Love," Mariah Carey
and Ben Marguiles.
Record of the year
"Another Day in Paradise," Phil
Collins; "From a Distance," Bette
Midler; "Nothing Compares 2 U,"
Sinead O' Connor; "U Can't
.Touch This," M.C. Hammer; "Vision of Love," Mariah Carey.
Album of the year
Back on the Block, Quincy
Jories; Please Hammer, Don't
Hurt 'Em, M.C. Hammer; ...But
Seriously, .Phil Collins; Wilson
Phillips, Wilson Phillips; Mariah
.
J
Carey, Mariah Carey.

New·Artist
The Black Crowes; Mariah
Carey; the Kentucky HeadHunters; Lisa Stansfield; Wilson
Phillips.
Pop

Female Vocal: "All Around.the
World," Lisa Stansfield; "From A
Distance," Bette Midler; 'Tm Your
Baby Tonight," Whitney Houston;
"Nothing Compares 2 U," Sinead
O'Connor; "Vision of Love," Mariah Carey.
Male Vocal: "Another Day in
Paradise," Phil Collins; "Downtown Train," Rod · Stewart; "Georgia on My Mind," Michael
Bolton; "I Don't Have the Heart,"
James .Ingram; "Oh Pretty Woman," Roy Orbison; .. Storm Front,"
Billy Joel.
t

Duo or Group with vocal:
"Across the River," Bruce
Hornsby and the Range; "All I
Wanna Do Is Make Love to You,"
Heart; "All My Life," Linda Ronstadt with Aaron Neville; .. Hold
On," Wilson Phillips; "Roam," B-

52's; "Unchained Melody," Righteous Brothers.

Rock
Female Vocal: "The Angels,"
Melissa Etheridge; "Black Cat,"
Janet Jackson; "Black Velvet,"
Alannah , Myles; "Steamy Windows," Tina Turner; "Whole Lotta Trouble," Stevie Nicks.
Male Vocal: "Bad Love," Eric
Clapton; "Blaze of Glory," Jon
Bon Jovi; "Cradle of Love," Billy
Idol; "Rockin' in the Free World,"
Neil Young; "You Can Leave Your
Hat on," Joe Cocker.
Duo or group wi'th vocal:
"Almost Hear You Sigh," Rolling
Stones; "Blue Sky Mining," Midnight Oil; "Higher Ground," Red
Hot Chili Peppers; "Janie's Got A
Gun," Aerosmith; "Suicide
Blonde," INXS.

See AWARDS page 4

Sineod O'Connor's "Nothing Compares 2 U" gets a nomination for
Record of the Year .

•

Back On The Block is Quincy Jones' entry for Album of The Year.
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DeNiro makes· 'Awakenings' big success
by Bill Cushing

is highly possible that Robert DeI tNiro
has played his best role in Co1um b_ia Pictures' latest release,
"Awakenings." Based on Dr. Oliver
Sacks' 1973 book of the same name,
the film tells of his experiences as a
clinical neurologist in the Bronx.
In this story, Robin Williams plays
Malcolm Sayer, ·the character based
on Sacks. Sayer is purely a researcher, more comfortable sitting among the
flora of Brooklyn's Botanical Gardens
than dealing With people.
It is 1969 and Sayer applies for .a
position with Bainbridge Hospital un-:
der the assumption he will be continuing neurological research. He is
hired as a practitioner, a position he
takes because he needs the job.
While Sayer is removed from people, it is not in the hardened and impersonal -way in which the hospital
staff is. During his initial tour of the
facilities, an attendant tells Sayer how
the area to which he is assigned is
Fammouni Picrura~ me.
called "The Garden...
'We just feed and water 'em, .. the Alice Drummond and Robin Williams star in the Penny Marshall film, "Awakenings." Robert DeNiro·also stars.
m.an comments in reference to the Sayer becomes convinced that L- proval of the hospital's administration states.
In the end, Sayer observes, 'We
patients.
DOPA. a drug then being used exper- to work with one of the patients and
The majority of those on the ward imentally with Parkinson's victims, decides upon Leonard Lowe (DeNiro). don't know what went wrong any more
are immobile and catatonic, relegated may b~ a means for helping his own
Lowe eventually responds to the than we know what went right."
His determination for these people
to a category of "living dead." But Say- patients. He gets the reluctant ap- treatment and, With his help, Sayer
receives additional funding for work- is summed up nicely in the final line
er isn't convinced the situaing with the other pa- of dialogue, as he recalls his work with .
tion is hopeless after noticAwakenings
tients. As these.people Lenny and the moment in which he
ing patterns of behavior
among a certaill number of
re-adjust to life after says, "Let's begin...
Director Penny Marshall does a fine
those on the ward.
Rated: PG- 13
decades of withdrawal, Sayer finds he is job, showing a sensitivity for her subHe begins poling over case
Starring: Robert DeNiro,
being brought into the ject and paying excellent attention to
histories, eventually discovRobin Williams
ering that the common link
Director: Penny Marshall
world of people at last. detail.
As Sayer escorts Lowe out of the
is that all.had been afflicted
Producer: W.F. Parkes
Success, however, is
by encephalitis, a sleeping
short-lived, and. slow- hospital for the first time in three dely but surely, Lowe and cades, Marsh~ sets up a shot in which
sickness that appeared in the
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
1920s.
the rest of the group
****Good *****Excellent
regress to their former
Continuing his resear~h.
see AWAKENINGS page 4
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Blue Hearts produce pleasant Japanese lyrics
Trash Can Sinatras album Cake offers no different style,

• The Blue Hearts
_Artist: The Blue Hearts
Producers: The Blue Hearts
Label: Juggler records

A
fter listening the Blue
Hearts, one can't help but t>e
ro

impressed by these Japanese
post-puilk rockers. They sing
in their native tongue, but hey,
so does George Michael, so·
what's it matter?
I was given a taste of what
fans of English-speaking
banas in Asia and Europe go
through when they don't know
what the artist is singing
about. ·
The lyrics are re-printed in
English and Japanese, but
lose something in the translation. All of them are positive, but kind of funny. in a
way.

"Linda Linda.. has the most
simile of "I yvanna be beautiful like a water rat... ," and
furthers this idea with "Just
like a water rat, nicer than any
one else ... warmer than anything else." If only I knew what
a water rat really was.
Still, this self-titled compact
disc is fun to listen to. All the
songs have steady drum
beats, making all of them
danceable, and in "Dance
Number's" case, pit ready.
This particular song. is true
Japanese OI! music, or as
close to the British version as
I have heard in any current
release.
"Linda Linda," with its great
similes, has a great chant, and
emotion filled singmg. Perhaps
the best quality of Japanese .
lyrics is that whatever is actually said is not so much in
your face, unless you read
them. The voice, in turn, becomes an instrument, kind of
like the cocteau twins.
"Be Nice" is positive in the
line "Every time I sing through
this microphone, I say 'HANG
IN TIIBRE!'" Is this not cool?
At least this band cares for
the youthful audience it is
trying to reach.
A plus of this song -is the

~ounds

like one 40-minute song

guitarist's sonic stutters, a Roger B.echirian
•
song.
Lyrics like: "I've swallowed
sound I have never heard be- Label: Go! Disks/London
:rrty pride and I promise you
fore. The very first track,. "I
that I couldn't eat another
wanna kiss" is wondeiful fun,
with its 50 styled chants, as Trash can sinatras? Hrnmm .. worm/ I'll count to three, then
Well, they have a different I'll sail to see .. .I I've just got to
is "No No No."
name. Their album Cake is a
This compact disc is one different name, too. Even the wait/ when you started to say 'I
bid you farewell'/ I'm going,
well-produced · adrenaline names of some of the songs are going, gone," and a heavy
:ush. Since there are only six different: "Obscurity Knocks," emphasis on lushy acoustics
songs, the rush doesn't come "Circlihg the Circumference" failed to peak my interest.
until after the music stops.
and "Only Tongue Can Tell."
Overall, the album is
The Blue Hearts are on to
So the question is, Are they cheerfully boring. The only
something good. The roots of really any different?
place where I was left with ·a
The answer is, NO!
-warm fuzzy feeling was not in
rock 'n' roll are laid in e:rtjoyThis Scottish group of John my heart, but in my stomach.
ment, fun. Be wild, Quy this
So, save your m·oney. The
disc. You may not understand Douglas, Stephen Douglas,
the words they sing, but the Paul Livingston, George new Milli Vanilli (oops, I mean
McDaid and Frank Read, is
energy more than makes up ju.s t another in a series of X- Fab & Rob) album is supposed
to be coming out soon.
stasy-tripping, jump-on-theband-of-love, Manchester
-MarkThomas
band.
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n the film front,
is well, all is
cahn. Geez, what's the matter here?
What happened to the spilit of '66,
when film was chaotic anarchy?
When wild film makers, such as
Truffaut, would actually KICK their
camera's so they would be static.
Ahh, those days are dead, at least
the '60s are. But hey, what about
the '90s? Hmmm, we have the
great. .. the magnificent. .. the leading... Damn! I can't think of one
snot-nosed punk film maker
around. Either they all want to be
saved by film school, which is pretty silly, or they just don't film. Our
film art, at least in Orlando, is deader
than Warhola.

Still, there is one person who has
seen the movements, or lack of one,
since 1958. Who is this fine fellow? I
couldn't tell you. I can't remember
his name. Kidding. His name is
Ernest Callenbach, editor of Film·
Quarterly magazine.
He recently appeared at Henry
Rollins School of Wealthy Trash to
·talk about Ecotopia. He is a very
intelligent man, .but if anyone tells
you the environment is exciting, it
isn't. At all. We arrived late, but not
late enough to avoid listening to this
numbing lecture. I wanted to talk
film, not pollution.
Alas, my time came, and an
interview commenced. But wouldn't
you know, the tape recorder didn't
record a thing.
No worry, all that was important
was answered.
About the new movements, he said
the only change was in the
· documentary area. A new honesty
was about us. In the past, the Cinema
Verite was the approach taken to .
recording "real" life.
Now, the film makers are .
interacting with their subje.cts, an
approach more honest than the "flyon-the-wall" approach of the Verite
practitioners,
according
to
Callenbach.
I was greatli interested in why
old movements died. My personal
favorites are the Dadaist/Cabaret
Voltaire movement in Europe, which
lasted for roughly six months, and
the New American Cinema, which
began in 1960 in New York, and died out six years later.
Compared to what these artists were put through, 2 Live
Crew's controversy is a joke. Oqscenitycharges were harsh on
the film ma}rers, as they lived to film, and could not afford the
court costs. ·
One particular film, "Flaming Creatures," featured a
homosexual discussing his utmost carnal fantasies. They
must have been pretty wild, as this film captured the interest
ofour lovely government, who proceeded to prosecute all those
involved with the production and exhibition of this .film.
Callenbach reminisced of those times, explaining the
hassles of exhibition.
''We would approach those halls and say we wanted to
show films. They would ask us ifour films had any dirty parts
in them. We would say yes, and they would say no, they didn't
want that (smut) being shown in their hall."
The solution was showing films in his back yard, where
"people would come over with sleeping bags, pass around
a bottle of wine and watch 'Flaming Creatures.'"
About their demise, you have to 100k at why they
were so important in the first place.
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"They tapped into the prurient
int.erest.s," so audiences went into these films
expecting perverse subjects, says the wiser
one. And, like eveiymovement, it reaches it.s
peaks, then audiences lose interest in the
films, like a fad
You can't argue with that. Break
dancing i~ pretty dead, but some of the
moves are still visible on Club MTV.
Like wise, the subculture aspect ofN ew
American Cinema . permeated into
mainstream Hollywood.
"Easy Rider" was Callenbach
example of this, as the protagonist is a
drug dealer, something that hadn't been
commercially done before that. My two
cents was "Midnight Cowboy," the
epitome ofthe hustler films Warhol and
Morrissey did.
.
Odd as it is, "Midnight Cowboy" won
the Academy Award for best film in
1970. This goes to show that America is
open to lifestyles foreign to their
existence.
Talking to this fellow was fairly easy,
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as he would e aborate on my
questions and leave no stone
uncovered. On a bleak side, we
are going to have to think about
how cultured America is.
.
I asked him something about
Europe, and Sagacity said over
there they perceive film as an art.
An AIIT! I had to ask him if that
was possible over here. "No. Film
is a business irrAmerica."
Geez, I can't say I don't
understand what he says. I had
hope for mainstream film, but I
guess the indepedent films are
where they will always be. The
multi-plexes will screen their silly
fairy tales and cop and robber
films, etc, etc...
XinemaPobresaNo. 3 stated it
peifectly, and I will repeatitagain:
''Film is suffocating on its own
vomit... Let it die."
My grandmother really dug
issue 3, saying everything was
thesameoldsameoldontelevision,
and there was too much sex and
nudity, for "no razon," to use her
exact words. But grandma is hip
to the times and talked to me for
quite a long time about corporate
film monopolies and those
fighting their dehydrated
entertainment.
Though commercial cinema
is insulting to my intelligence,
I can feel it in my fingertips
that some decent films will
come from the Orlando away
from
the
Theme-Park
Industrv.
And, though documentaries
are Callenbach's choice for
future expansion on the whole,
I think punk/deviant film will
come into vogue. What's punk/
deViant film ?There are no readily
available examples, which makes
it all the more exciting.
I suppose a few jokers will go
''trolling," listen to Black Flag or
FEAR and shoot the "Orange
Blossom Bondage Soliloquy"
under these influences. Or
maybe they will just shoot some
nifty documentaries about
asexual practices of 1991.
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ing his life again is as affecting AWARDS
as it is effective.
FROM PAGE 1
FROMPAGE2.
Other standout perlonnances come from Anile Meara as
Lenny reluctantly exits,. going another of the patients and Hard Rock
down the steps one at a time Penelope Ann Miller, the womEpic, Faith No More;
while, at the same time, a young an Lenny is attracted to, stays Kickstart My Heart, Motley
woman leads her daughter up by his side even as he begins
Crue; The Razors Edge, ACthe stairs in much the same his physical collapse to a paranoid collection of tics and DC; Ritual De Lo Habitual,
manner.
Jane's Addiction; Time's
While Sayer "1s the central spasms.
"Awakenings" is a fihn that Up, Living Colour
character of the fihn, it is DeNiro who commands attention as effectively combines elements
Lenny Lowe. In much the same from earlier films, such as Metal
manner as Dustin Hoffman's "Rainman," "Charlie" and "One
Lights... Camer<L ..Revolution,
portrayal of Raymond in "Rain- Flew CNer the Cuckoo's Nest." ·
Suicidal
Tendencies; Painman." DeNiro :imparts a sym- Only the most hardened of inpathy for· Lenny even while_ dividuals can walk away from killer, Judas Priest; Persisspending most ofthe fihn's time this stoiy without an emotional tence ofTime, Anthrax; Rust
frozen in a bed or a wheelchair. reaction and a new affinity for in Peace, Megadeth; Stone
Lermy's frustration and rage those people trapped within Cold Crazy, Metallica.
at the realization that he is los- their own bodies.

AWAKENINGS
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Rhythm & blues
Femal vocal: "Alright,"
Janet Jackson; "Compositions, "Anita Baker; "Giving You .The Benefit," Pebbles; "I Can't Complain,"
Patti LaBelle; "Make It Like
Janet Jackson is up for three awards at this year's Grammy
It Was," Regina Belle.
Awards show for the songs "Alright" and "Block Cot."
Male vocal: "Here and 7; "I'll Be Good to You," Ray
Now," Luther Vandross; Charles and Chaka Khan:
Johnny Gill, Johnny Gill; "Papa Was a Rolling Stone,"
"Misunderstanding," Al B. Was (Not Was); "The Secret
Sure!;."Round and Round," Garden (Sweet Seduction
Tevin Campbell; "Whip Ap- Suite)," Al B. Sure!, James
peal," Babyface.
1ngram, El DeBarge and
Barry White.
Duo or group with vocal: "Born to Sing," En
Song: "Alright," Janet
Vogue; "Can't Stop," After Jackson, James Harris III

and TeJT¥.Lewis; "Here and
Now," Terry Steele and
David L. Elliott; "1'11 Be
Good to You," George
Johnson, Louis Johnson
and Sonora Sam; "My, My,
My," L.A. Reid, Babyface
and Daryl Simmors; "U
Can't Touch This," James
Miller and M.C. Hammer.
-Complied by
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Steven M. Conner

Tina Turner
.once again
displays her
·strength as a
contender in
the world of
rock music.
Turner is up for
Best Female
Vocal-Rock
for her
enticing
"Steamy
Windows."

BROTHERHOOD
LEADEHSHIP
UNITY·
EDUCATION

COME AND SEE US INSIDE CEBA II
ON JANUARY 7-18 .

JANUARY 18th AT THE
HEATHER GLEN CLUB
HOUSEAT7pm
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BUY ANY
I
6" SUB OR
I
SMALL SALAD & I
GET ONE
I

FREE

MENU
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COLD CUT COMBO
SPICY ITALIAN
BMT

TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
HAM
ROAST BEEF

(pepperoni, genoa., ham, bologna)

CLUB
(roast beef, ham, turkey)

.

VEGETARIAN
TUNA.

. SEAFOOD & CRAB

~jlJ:ll.IJ;\'d
HOT SUBS

STEAK
(100% Sirloin)

NIBATBALL
CHICKEN BBQ
PIZZA

BUY ANY
6" SUB OR
SMALL SALAQ &
GET ONE
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I TIJRKEY BREAST
SEAFOOD & LOBSTER
(with
drink)
(with purchuc of' m:dium drink)
I
Any
avai lable
I
' Oi!l Pid-.!es ·Green Peppers• 8iack Olives·
Pepper· Oil
NOT GOOD WITH ANY
NOT GOOD WITH
I
OTHER OFFER
ANY OTHER OFFER
I
HOURS·.
. I
3912 ALAFAYATR •
. OFFER GOOD ONLY
I
ACROSS FROM UCF
SUN-THURS 10:30am-3am
I OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
· AT 3912 ALAFAYA TR.. . I
. 277-3350
.
FRI-SAT 10:30am-4am
. I
3912 ALAFAYA TR.
L!~I~~S .JAN24,1991 _j __
.. - - - - - - -·- - - · ----.. ·- -.. - - - - -· ___ L EXPIRESJAN24,~~~
purchue of l ax:dium

sar,,..lwich also
4lS a cus 1orn salad p la te.
Ail served with your ct-:oica of : American Cheese· Onions· Lettuce· Tcr..a:oes
Salt·
Als o available on reql1est : Hot Pe;:ioors, Mustard. Mayonr.aise & Vinaga1
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